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THREADING THE SEWING MACHINE

STEP 1

Turn Off the Sewing Machine: Before you begin 
threading up TURN OFF your sewing machine! This is 
for safety, as your hands will be near the needle and 
moving machinery.

STEP 2
Put the Needle Up: Turn the handwheel on the side of 
the sewing machine towards you until the needle is 
fully up. 

STEP 3
Positioning the Thread Spool: Begin by putting the 
thread spool onto the spool holder. You may also have 
a spool holder that is sitting sideways.

STEP 4

Back Thread Guide: Holding the thread place it through 
the back thread guide. There should be a small groove 
or hook. Make sure the thread goes through this 
otherwise the machine won’t sew correctly.

STEP 5
Front Thread Guide: Take the thread down the front 
channel and around the front tension guide at the 
bottom. 

STEP 6
Through the Take-up Leaver: Take the thread up from 
the front thread guide and through the take-up lever 
hook. 

STEP 7

Above Needle Hook: Pull the thread down the channel 
from the take-up lever and through the small hook 
above the needle. This hook is usually around the same 
spot the top of the needle sits.

STEP 8

Thread The Needle: Place the thread in the eye of the 
needle from the front through to the back. Pull the 
thread under the presser foot and past the back of the 
machine to create a long thread tail. 

STEP 9

Insert the Bobbin: Remove the bottom cover by pulling 
it towards you and place the bobbin into the bobbin 
case. Follow the arrow directions on the bobbin cover 
for the way to position the bobbin correctly.

STEP 10

Pull Up the Bobbin Thread: Hold the top thread tail 
while turning the handwheel towards you on the 
sewing machine. You should see the bobbin thread 
looped around the top thread. Pull until you can grab 
the bobbin thread. Replace the bobbin cover on the 
machine.

HAND SEWING PROCESS STEPS
Tying a Knot 1.Place the needle and longer end of the thread together.

2.Pinch them between your thumb and index finger.
3.Take the thread (NOT the one closer to the needle), and wind it twice or thrice around it.
4.Clump it down to the bottom by pulling the thread downwards.
5.Now, gently pinching the needle, the end of the thread, and the clumped thread between the 

fingers, slowly pull out the needle.
6.The wound and clumped thread form a knot at the end of the thread as you finish pulling out the 

needle completely.

Running Stitch 1.Begin the running stitch by poking your threaded needle up through the fabric (A).
2.Poke the needle back down through the fabric next(B) to where you just came up and pull the 

thread down into your first stitch.
3.Now poke your needle back up through the fabric, leaving a space from the previous stitch. Then 

poke the needle back down through the fabric again making your second stitch.

Back Stitch 1.Bring the thread through (A) from the back  to the front and take it through (B) to the back. This 
creates one stitch.

2.Bring the thread through (C) and take it in through (B). This way we are creating a stitch by taking 
the thread backwards.

3.Bring the thread through (D) and take it in through (C). Continue this pattern to finish the design.

Couching 1.You will need two threads – one sits on the top (B) and the other hurdles over it (R).
2.Place your top thread on the fabric. Bring the needle up from the back of the fabric with your 

hurdle thread.
3. Jump over the placed thread with the needle and thread into the fabric on the other side of the 

top thread (next to) to fasten the top thread down.
4.Bring the needle out a short distance from the previous stitch. Make sure your top thread is near 

this. 

TIE DYE STEPS
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• Clear all work, bags and sketchbooks from the table. Cover the table in newspaper, collect fabric and write name 
and class group on it.

• Soak fabric in water – make sure it’s really soaked. Wring/scrunch out fabric so it doesn’t drip.
• Select pattern to use. Fold fabric into desired pattern and secure with elastic bands.
• Put away bands/pattern sheets and anything else not needed.
• Prepare/collect dye bottles (hold by bottle not lid). Maximum of 3 colours for best colour.
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• Pour dye onto fabric surface until covered and no cream/white bits left. Flip fabric over to the other side and 
repeat previous step.

• Put dyed fabric into Ziplock bag or inside out glove. Put bagged work to the side to allow setting time. 
• Clear up mess made, recycle dye covered newspaper and gloves and wipe down tables.
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g • Leave dyeing fabric in bag for at least 24 hours (overnight).
• Take out elastic bands carefully and rinse out fabric until the water runs clear (no dye left in fabric).
• Hang up to dry (over newspaper/sink as will drip). 
• Iron if needed to remove creases.
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